Our Grants

RIGHTS, FAITH & DEMOCRACY COLLABORATIVE

Alternate Roots
Georgia
Year Approved: 2018  Amount: $125,000  Tax Status: 501(c)(3)
To support Women Engaged’s work to continue building a long-term, cross-movement collaboration enabling the reproductive justice, LGBTQ rights, and economic justice movements to join forces and shift Georgia’s culture and policy to recognize the harms of religious exemptions and reject them in favor of comprehensive and inclusive policy that protects civil and human rights for all people.

RIGHTS, FAITH & DEMOCRACY COLLABORATIVE

Young Women United
New Mexico
Year Approved: 2018  Amount: $100,000  Tax Status: 501(c)(3)
To support ongoing work with the New Mexico Entende coalition, including to 1) launch a vigorous earned and paid media education and outreach campaign, including the production of video content and a podcast series; 2) design and launch the New Mexico Entende website; 3) tailor leadership development opportunities and trainings that integrate reproductive justice and challenge religious refrusals; and 5) host community forums and create spaces for organizing and restorative healing within historical communities of color in Albuquerque and the Mesilla Valley, and in northern New Mexico and the greater Santa Fe region.

RIGHTS, FAITH & DEMOCRACY COLLABORATIVE

American Civil Liberties Union of New Mexico Foundation
New Mexico
Year Approved: 2018  Amount: $100,000  Tax Status: 501(c)(3)
To support ongoing work with the New Mexico Entende coalition, including to 1) launch a vigorous earned and paid media education and outreach campaign, including the production of video content and a podcast series; 2) design and launch the New Mexico Entende website; 3) tailor leadership development opportunities and trainings that integrate reproductive justice and challenge religious refrusals; and 5) host community forums and create spaces for organizing and restorative healing within historical communities of color in Albuquerque and the Mesilla Valley, and in northern New Mexico and the greater Santa Fe region.

RIGHTS, FAITH & DEMOCRACY COLLABORATIVE

Atlanta Jobs with Justice
Georgia
Year Approved: 2018  Amount: $125,000  Tax Status: 501(c)(3)
To support work to continue building a long-term, cross-movement collaboration enabling the reproductive justice, LGBTQ rights, and economic justice movements to join forces and shift Georgia’s culture and policy to recognize the harms of religious exemptions and reject them in favor of comprehensive and inclusive policy that protects civil and human rights for all people.
**Equality Foundation of Georgia**

*Georgia*

Year Approved: 2018  
Amount: $125,000  
Tax Status: 501(c)(3)

To support work to continue building a long-term, cross-movement collaboration enabling the reproductive justice, LGBTQ rights, and economic justice movements to join forces and shift Georgia’s culture and policy to recognize the harms of religious exemptions and reject them in favor of comprehensive and inclusive policy that protects civil and human rights for all people.

**Center for Civic Policy**

*New Mexico*

Year Approved: 2018  
Amount: $100,000  
Tax Status: 501(c)(3)

To support New Mexico Dream Team’s ongoing work with the New Mexico Entiende coalition, including to: 1) launch a vigorous earned and paid media education and outreach campaign, including the production of video content and a podcast series; 2) design and launch the New Mexico Entiende website; 3) tailor leadership development opportunities and trainings that integrate reproductive justice and challenge religious refusals; and 5) host community forums and create spaces for organizing and restorative healing within historical communities of color in Albuquerque and the Mesilla Valley, and in northern New Mexico and the greater Santa Fe region.

**New Mexico Religious Coalition for Reproductive Choice**

*New Mexico*

Year Approved: 2018  
Amount: $100,000  
Tax Status: 501(c)(3)

To support ongoing work with the New Mexico Entiende coalition, including to 1) launch a vigorous earned and paid media education and outreach campaign, including the production of video content and a podcast series; 2) design and launch the New Mexico Entiende website; 3) tailor leadership development opportunities and trainings that integrate reproductive justice and challenge religious refusals; and 5) host community forums and create spaces for organizing and restorative healing within historical communities of color in Albuquerque and the Mesilla Valley, and in northern New Mexico and the greater Santa Fe region.

**SisterSong**

*Georgia*

Year Approved: 2018  
Amount: $125,000  
Tax Status: 501(c)(3)

To support work to continue building a long-term, cross-movement collaboration enabling the reproductive justice, LGBTQ rights, and economic justice movements to join forces and shift Georgia’s culture and policy to recognize the harms of religious exemptions and reject them in favor of comprehensive and inclusive policy that protects civil and human rights for all people.

**Colorado Organization for Latina Opportunity and Reproductive Rights**

*Colorado*

Year Approved: 2018  
Amount: $5,000  
Tax Status: 501(c)(3)

To support development and planning for collaborative work at the intersection of racial justice, reproductive rights and justice, LGBTQ equality, and faith to change the narrative and mobilize support for assuring religion is not used as a justification for discrimination in Colorado.

**Gender Justice**

*Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota*

Year Approved: 2018  
Amount: $5,000  
Tax Status: 501(c)(3)

To support early stage collaborative efforts in Minnesota to address the inappropriate use of religious exemptions and develop strategies to challenge the discriminatory ways religious exemption laws have been applied at the state level.

**Interfaith Alliance of Colorado**
Jewish Community Action
Minnesota
Year Approved: 2018  Amount: $5,000  Tax Status: 501(c)3
To support early stage collaborative efforts in Minnesota to address the inappropriate use of religious exemptions and develop strategies to challenge the discriminatory ways religious exemption laws have been applied at the state level.

One Colorado Education Fund
Colorado
Year Approved: 2018  Amount: $5,000  Tax Status: 501(c)3
To support development and planning for collaborative work at the intersection of racial justice, reproductive rights and justice, LGBTQ equality, and faith to change the narrative and mobilize support for assuring religion is not used as a justification for discrimination in Colorado.

Outfront Minnesota Community Services
Minnesota
Year Approved: 2018  Amount: $5,000  Tax Status: 501(c)3
To support early stage collaborative efforts in Minnesota to address the inappropriate use of religious exemptions and develop strategies to challenge the discriminatory ways religious exemption laws have been applied at the state level.

Soul 2 Soul
Colorado
Year Approved: 2018  Amount: $5,000  Tax Status: 501(c)3
To support development and planning for collaborative work at the intersection of racial justice, reproductive rights and justice, LGBTQ equality, and faith to change the narrative and mobilize support for assuring religion is not used as a justification for discrimination in Colorado.

TakeAction Minnesota Education Fund
Minnesota
Year Approved: 2018  Amount: $5,000  Tax Status: 501(c)3
To support early stage collaborative efforts in Minnesota to address the inappropriate use of religious exemptions and develop strategies to challenge the discriminatory ways religious exemption laws have been applied at the state level.